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By Tony Colvin

Helion & Company. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Noise of Battle: The British
Army and the Last Breakthrough Battle West of the Rhine, February-March 1945, Tony Colvin, Half of
the book is a detailed description, mainly told in the words of participants, of three battles fought
over four days in the Rhineland south of Goch between 27 February and March 2 1945. The battles
were between 3rd Division supported by 6 Guards Armoured Brigade, and 8. Fallschirmjager
Division. For the first time the combined actions of over 50,000 men during 96 hours have been
analysed from the ground up in an unprecedented attempt to provide understanding of a
significant military event. 3 Scots Guards said of Winnekendonk, "It is suggested that this will surely
rank as one of the finest small scale tank/infantry battles ever executed and well worthy of more
close study." The fighting was bloody and heroic, and some controversial aspects are explained for
the first time. The other half of the book is an analysis of the units and people involved in the two
divisions and their supporting armour and aviation. An answer is provided as to why only two
months before the end of...
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This is basically the best ebook we have study right up until now. it absolutely was writtern very properly and useful. You may like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Cecil Zem la k DV M-- Cecil Zem la k DV M

Totally one of the best publication I have got ever go through. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my dad and i
recommended this book to discover.
-- Ma disyn K uhlm a n-- Ma disyn K uhlm a n
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